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I summarise matters known to me in the following sections:
1. Governance matters as stipulated in the FIFA Statutes
2. FIFA Governance Regulations
3. Repeated breaches of the FIFA Code of Conduct and the FIFA Code of Ethics
4. Employee contract
5. Pecuniary advantages
6. Management override of controls, policies and procedures
7. Dismissal of Domenico Scala and files logged with the Ethics Committee

Governance matters as stipulated in the FIFA Statutes
The FIFA council did submit proposals for the vacancies of the various Standing Committee
and the judicial bodies to the Congress on 13 May 2016. However, the proposals were not
submitted in writing to the general secretariat four months before the start of the Congress
as it is required for the members of the Audit and Compliance Committee members as per
Article 27.7 of the FIFA Statutes. lnstead Gianni lnfantino presented his candidates to the
FIFA Council on the same day, just before the Congress. Based on this situation the Congress
ended up electing some candidates, for which the mandatory eligibility checks may have
not yet been conducted (required as per Article 27 .8). Furthermore, a number of the
independent positions of the standing committees were filled with individuals obviously
being close to Gianni lnfantino (e.g. supporting him during his presidency campaign). This
is by no means in the spirit of the Reform process.
As the proposals were only handed in shortly before the Congress, the qualification of the
candidates may not been validated by the FIFA Administration, as per the prerequisites of
Article 41 and following of the FIFA Statutes.
Furthermore, it has been noted that Gianni lnfantino asked the Council meeting on the
second day on 10 May 2016 to be held without the attendance of the FIFA Administration.
One of the reasons were, to discuss the position of the Chairman of the Audit and
Compliance Committee, as Gianni lnfantino was raising his disagreement to certain actions
taken by Domenico Scala. lt is the duty of the Audit and Compliance Committee to oversee
the Council - taking on the right to dismiss the relevant members, Gianni lnfantino, through
the decision of the FIFA Congress, took away all relevant power from such a Committee
and made it ineffective in practice.
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FIFA Governance Regulations

Article 3
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Article
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Article
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Article 15.6 lit
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Members of FIFA bodies and FIFA employees shall know and comply with
all applicable laws and regulations, as well as with FIFA's internal rules
and regulations. Gianni lnfantino has repeatedly not respected the
internal rules and regulations (refer to section "Management override of
controls, policies and procedures")
Candidates being selected by Gianni lnfantino were announced at the
Congress on 13 May 2016. Some of them may not yet have passed the
eligibility check (Secretary General, various standing committee members)
The minutes of every Council meeting shall be recorded by the Secretary
General, who attends the Council meetings ex officio. The minutes shall,
as a general rule, be signed by the Secretary General, For the meeting on
10 May 2016, neither the Secretary General nor his deputy were not
allowed to take part as per Gianni lnfantino's decision. No member of the
FIFA Administration was allowed to take part or being present in the room
with the exception of Gianni Infantino's personal assistant Matthias
Grafström,
The details regarding the relationship between FIFA and the President
including, in particular, compensation matters, shall be regulated by a
contract between the (incumbent) President and FIFA. This contract shall
be approved by the Compensation Sub-Committee and signed on behalf
of FIFA by the Secretary General and a second person having the power
to sign. Although Gianni lnfantino has obtained the relevant contract in
March 2A16, he refused to sign this document up to date of this report.
lt is the responsibility of the Secretary General to appoint and/or dismiss
directors or employees of FIFA. lt was noted, that Gianni lnfantino still
hired a number of individuals and signed the relevant contracts without
involving the Acting Secretary General.

ln addition, the following has been changed in comparison to the version established for
the Reforms which were approved on 26 February 2A16:
The FIFA Secretary General shall consult with the FIFA President concerning following
decisions:

.
.
.

Approval of the organisational structures rn each division at the proposal of the
respective director;
Preparation of the administration and organisation of the Congress;
Appointment and/or dismissal of directors of FIFA; approval of proposals from the
directors of the various divisions regarding the appointment or revocation thereof
of a deputy; engagement and dismissal of personnel in the FIFA general secretariat;

r

Appointment of removal of one of the division directors as a deputy to the Secretary
General;

•

Proposal to the Council for amendments to the material structure of FIFA's
subsidiaries as weil as regarding acquiring and selling holdings in companies;

•

Determination of persons for representation in subsidiaries and companies in which
FIFA has a full or partial holding and proposes their withdrawal;

•

Designation of specific persons for overall projects (overall project leaders) and
submission of the relevant project plans to the Council for approval;

In the initial version approved as part of the reforms, no such consultation for above tasks
were intended, in order to allow having a clear separation between the Administration and
the FIFA President. (please see attachment 1 - track change version of the FIFA Governance
Regulation approved by the FIFA Congress in conjunction with the Reform plans compared
to the FIFA Governance Regulation approved by the FIFA Council on 9/10 May 2016)
In addition to the above, article 5 of the FIFA Governance Regulations (independent
committee members) was significantly changed since the reforms were passed on 26
February 2016. Such changes gave Gianni lnfantino the possibility to get a number of
persons being close to him on board of the standing committees. This undermines all efforts
taken up to date, to strengthen FIFA's governance.

Repeated breaches of the FIFA Code of Conduct and the FIFA Code of Ethics
Conflict of interest / acceptance of gifts and benefits
Gianni lnfantino flew on a number of occasions with private jets which were not organised
by FIFA, and neither invoices have been received up to date of this report nor was the usage
of a third-party paid aircraft announced to the compliance department, which is requested
in Art. 5 of the guidelines for chartering aircrafts. This bears a significant risk of conflict of
interest as these flights may have been paid through other Confederations, officials of the
respective government and/or the LOC.
On 18/04/2016 Gianni lnfantino flew from Geneva to Moscow. On 20/04/2016 the trip
continued from Moscow to Doha. Finally he flew h9me from Doha to Zurich on 22/04/2016.
For this particular trip, FIFA Travel organized convenient commercial direct flights at a value
of USD 7,300. As there was only very last minute communication to the transport
department with regards to the separately organised flights, the tickets issued by FIFA Travel
could only be partially refunded. The total value of the private jet invitations are in a range
of at least approx. USD 115,000 to USD 150,000, depending on aircraft and ferry-flights,
even more.
On 6 May 2016, Gianni lnfantino was invited to an opening of a member association's
headquarter in Slovenia. FIFA Travel proposed various options on commercial flights at costs
of approx. USD 1,800. Finally he accepted an invitation to take a plane organised by the
UEFA to fly with a private jet to Slovenia. This value is considered to be approx. USD 12,000
to USD 18,000.
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This report is based on Gianni lnfantino's first
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